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Preface
This document describes the Standard Operator Procedures associated with the safe launching of gliders via
Aerotow.
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Aerotow Launching and Signalling
Objective
Aerotow launching needs to be conducted safely and efficiently. This SOP addresses launch organisation,
safety, launch positioning and the launch process. Wing running is addressed by a separate SOP.

Launch Point Organisation
Launching is a team operation and where possible the following tasks should be allocated to ensure launching
is efficient and safe.
 Launch point controller in control of launching.
 Log keeper recording details of all launches and landings
 Signals operator relaying instructions to the tug (radio)
 Launch signaller
 Wingtip holder and runner.
It is recognised that the above roles are not practical in some situations and it is acceptable to combine the
tasks:
 Launcher, signaller and wingtip runner
 Signals operator and log keeper.

Launch Point Safety
The launch point is the most hazardous area of the gliding field with a number of risks. Safety precautions are
of paramount importance and the following should be observed at all times:
 Always follow the instructions of the Launch Point Controller (LPC).
 Stay behind the glider to be launched unless specifically authorised to go forward by the LPC.
 Do not obstruct the LPC’s line of sight and signals communication.
 Do not walk in front of a glider once a rope has been attached.
 Do not walk in front of a tug when the engine is running.
 When retrieving the aerotow rope ensure you keep a good lookout.
 Ensure trial lesson and other interested parties are escorted to the launch point.

Launch Process - Positioning the Glider
The initial position of the glider is critical to minimise risk in the event of a launch mishap, such as a wing drop
causing the glider to veer to one side;
 Ensure the aerotow launch queues are positioned to leave enough room for gliders to land safely.
 Ensure the front of the launch queue is far enough forward of the launch point to accommodate other
gliders. This is especially pertinent when launching from the west end.
 The launching glider must be positioned at the head of the launch queue and parallel to the lead glider
in the winch queue (if winching is operational).
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The launching glider should be positioned ahead of the launch bus so that it does not obscure the
launch point lookout.
The glider to be launched must be properly aligned with the tug in order to reduce the risk of a wing
drop.

Launching Process - Attaching the Glider
The following describes the proces of attaching the glider to the tow rope:
 The pilot must be in position, with his pre-flight checks completed and ready to launch.
 The Launcher retrieves the rope and checks the following
a) The correct length rope is used
b) The weak link has two weak link staples, show these to the pilot to re-assure.
c) The rope is free of knots or entanglements
d) There is no damage to the rope
 If the rope has been dropped by the tug the launcher connects the aerotow end to the tug first. The
launcher then takes the glider connection to the waiting glider. The rope must not be coiled or
overlapped to avoid snags (see appendix A).
 Check with the pilot hat his brakes are closed and locked. Note some may make deliberate use the
brakes to improve aileron authority at low speed and to allow the use of the glider wheel brake.
 The pilot indicates that he is ready to launch by asking for the rope to be attached. The rope is
attached to the glider’s nose hook, if the glider doesn’t have a nose hook it is attached to the
foremost belly hook (see appendix A).
 The wingtip holder lifts the appropriate wing (preferably the downwind wing) of the glider. The
launcher asks the pilot to open the cable release hook with the word “Open” and when the ring is in
place, asks the pilot to close the release hook with the word “Close”. The pilot may repeat the
instructions to affirm.
 The Launcher checks the security of the rope attachment by pulling on the rope. Then calls “On and
secure” to the pilot, lets go of the rope and stands clear.

Launching Process - Signalling the Launch
The cable is attached and the pilot is ready for launching. See appendix A for launch process illustrations.
 The launcher checks for any potential hazards or events that may endanger the launch:
 Look in front: There are no gliders or other obstructions in the launch path of the glider (a clear 45
degree cone from the launch position forwards).
 Look above: There are no gliders directly above likely to conflict with the launch.
 Look behind: There are no gliders on final approach or landing.
 Look all around: there are no gliders that are likely turn in early.
 Keep looking: The lookout must be maintained throughout the ground run of the launch.
 Check the wingtip runner is holding the wing correctly.
 The launcher or signaller can then begin the launch using the “TAKE UP SLACK” signal (see
appendix A). The signal (radio) operator will start the launch procedure by calling the tug. The tug
pilot will respond by steadily moving forward taking up the slack in the rope.
 When the slack in the rope has been taken up the signaller can move to the “ALL OUT” signal (see
appendix A). The signals (radio) operator will start the launch procedure by calling the tug. The tug
pilot will respond by rapidly accelerating.
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If a potential problem is identified during the ground run, the launch should be stopped. Whoever
spots the problem should shout “STOP” “STOP” “STOP” and hold one hand above the head as a
visual signal. The Signaller will then relay the “STOP” signal to the tug. Anyone at the launch point
can call STOP if a potential threat is apparent.

Process - Signalling Exception
Sometimes it may not be possible to communicate with the tug by radio. In these circumstances a
forward signaller can be used to relay the launch signals to the tug pilot.
Additionally a forward signaller must be used when launching from the North East corner in strong
southerlies in order to ansure a clear view of the field is maintained.







The forward signaller is positioned ahead and to one side of the tug
The forward signaller must be clear of the tug and glider launch run.
The signaller must be visible to both the tug pilot and the launch signaller.
The forward signaller relays the launch signaller’s hand signals to the tug pilot.
When launching from the North East corner the forward signaller is to signal STOP if the field is
obstructed.
The forward signaller must be aware of the risk of the glider veering towards them if a wing drops.
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Appendix A
Take Up Slack Signal
The take up slack signal is given by slowly swinging a lowered arm from side to side and loudly saying “Take up
Slack”. The launch signaller will respond by using the launch lights to signal the to the winch driver (slowly
flashing lights) who will begin to take up slack in the winch cable. Refer to the picture below, which illustrates
the process.
TakE care to ensure the signal can be seen from the bus and the tug by rotating the upper part of the body.

All Out Signal
The all out signal is similar to the take up slack signal, but with the hand raised above the head, and loudly
saying “All Out”. The launch signaller will respond by using the launch lights to signal the winch driver (rapidly
flashing lights) who will accelerate the glider. Refer to the picture below, which illustrates the process.

Stop Signal
The stop signal is a stationary arm raised above the head and accompanied by a loud “Stop” warning. Anyone
can call a “Stop” signal. Refer to the picture below, which illustrates the process.
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Appendix B
Tow Rope - Tug End
The tow rope connections are different on the tug and glider. The tug connection is shown in the picture
below. The connecting link is larger than the glider connection.

Tow Rope - Glider End
The tow rope connections are different on the tug and glider. The tug connection is shown in the picture
below. The connecting link is smaller than the glider connection.

Weak
Link
Staple
Connector
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Aerotow Weak Links
The tow rope connections have two weak link staples. Both staples must be present for an aerotow to take
place. The weak links are shown in the picture below.

Weak
Link
Staple
Weak
Link
Staple

Attaching the Aerotow Hook
The aerotow hook may be in the nose of the glider. However, some gliders have a Pitot tube in the nose of
the with the aerotow hook positioned underneath the glider. The Picture below shows the aerotow hook
position. If there isn’t a nose hook then the winch hook may be used. If in doubt ask the pilot or instructor.
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Attaching the Tug Tow Hook
The tug tow hook has a lever, over which the tow hook is placed, and a link which holds the lever in place.
See the following picture sequence.
Release the catch (if not already free)

Attach the tow hook and close the release catch
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